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2. Environment
The current work environment forces us to improve the analysis of the existing information to
optimize the resources and the investments in the sector.
Business Intelligence platforms allow us to consolidate information from different management
applications making possible this analysis in no time.
The hospitality sector has been managed for years by multiple technological platforms offering
closed solutions in which the integration with external modules was very difficult. Management
applications have been limited to connectivity with other applications or external solutions.
The Hotel Dashboard is born with that philosophy: to enable the hotel to integrate the
information from different existing data sources from the hotel or hotel group software platform
through the Business Intelligence without limitations.
The hotelier can cross data and information from its management applications (hotel,
commercial, events, quality control, technical services, interfaces, points of sale, purchase,
inventory, finance, web, etc.,) independently from the software vendor of these applications.
With this he can optimize the business management through specialized programs for each one
unifying the information effectively through the Business Intelligence.
For those hotel groups that work with different brands, different hotel software by region, or
other technologies, they can unify the information easily.
Through the Hotel Dashboard and its modules, it is possible to centralize data from the different
management software’s. Furthermore, the Hotel Dashboard is designed to only acquire the
licenses needed to work with, adapting to your budget and investment capabilities. Providing
you with what just only a few hotels of the market have discovered: the optimization of their
business management through the Business Intelligence analysis.
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3. Groups and Events Solution
The Hotel Dashboard module for Groups and Events is one of the most powerful solutions in the
Hotel Dashboard suite of products.
This solution covers one of the most important areas of hotels (MICE division) in which
historically there is a lack of information and very important analysis to do. Thanks to the power
of the Hotel Dashboard based on Qlik Sense, the Groups and Events department can now
analyze in detail the revenue generation, leads, sales activities and other KPIs of its division, also
related to the weight of the same within the hotel or hotel group.
A detailed analysis of the operations of the hotels allowed us to discover the relevance of the
groups and events within our hotels, knowing in detail the weight of this business in hotel
operations, and the areas for improving it.
Information such as the conversion of accounts or leads assumes a decisive importance in this
solution. But in addition, the way in which the solution is designed thanks to the Qlik Sense
product, allows us to delve into any type of detailed analysis giving answer to any question of
the user.
Other relevant information is group management, since not only is a clear view of the revenue
generated in rooms and events offered, but also other indicators such as the conversion of
tentative groups to current or final, the conversion time, and so on.
In an easy way you can also analyze the work of the sales team. It is easy to see the work
developed by each hotel by the sales representative, but also, the level of conversion of the
same, being able to reach unsuspected levels of detail.
And we must not forget about the KPIs of ballrooms occupancy in hotels. This type of
information is not usually available in many of the Events management programs, but in the
Hotel Dashboard Groups & Events we include a detailed analysis of the occupation of ballrooms,
which can be broken down by type of event, market, region, country, and a long etcetera.
All the information of charts and tables of the solution can be exported in addition to EXCEL,
HTML, or other formats and distributed automatically by mail to the different users of the hotel
or hotel chain.
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Discover how Hotel Dashboard Groups & Events can give you everything you have always
wanted for the analysis of your MICE departments (Meetings, Incentives, Conferences and
Exhibitions).

3.1. General Dashboard
This Dashboard gives us at a glance all the necessary information and KPI´s related to the
Events and groups Stayed at the property not only showing the MTD Accumulation´s figures
but also the YTD figures.
A full picture of the Group Business is reached by analyzing the specific weight the groups
business has compared to the total Hotel Business.
KPI´s Evolution on monthly basis plus segmentation´s analysis from different perspectives
such as Source, Market or type of Group Booking type can also be performed.
The last but not less important part of this Dashboard is regarding the Main Leads Ratios
that permit analyzes the Leads conversion and Leads confirmed figures.
Mention that the dashboard has the capacity to show the figures at any past date selected
and always having the possibility to compare all them against previous year figures.
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3.2. Pick Up Analysis
A full analysis of the Groups Leads and Events Pick Up for the following months can be
performed by using the dynamic tables defined in this sheet.
The capabilities of these table together with the larger number of Groups and Events
specific´s filters available such as Event/Groups Reservation Status, Creation dates, staying
Dates, type of business, type of events etc.. will permit the user a Pick up analysis from
any main point of view plus the possibility cross the pick up information over the variables
selected.
A comparative (Actual Vs Last year) of the main Leads and Events KPI´s OTB figures split by
the main groups segmentation and Events tipology allow the user to easily find any
deviation of the business.
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3.3. Business Block Dashboard
This Dashboard gives the user a quick idea about how Business groups’ leads are being
generating into the property comparing previous year.
A Group Reservation Status evolution´s Study can also be performed by analyzing the KPI´s
defined for such task. The KPI´s defined are, among others, the Group Reservation,
Confirmation and Cancelation Lead´s times, Group Conversion´s Ratios, the status´s
evolution figures (No. of blocks CXL from a Confirm Status, Tentative to Confirmed, etc.) and
the relative percentage each Group Status has within the total figures.
These KPI´s shows always the calculations of No. of Leads, Total Revenue and No. of rooms
involved to permit more analysis´ perspectives and minimize possible figures
Misunderstanding.
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3.4. Customized Reporte Blocks
As the name itself indicates, all the customize reports defined in the solution has been
configured to permit the user to cross any information and KPI´s figures defined in the
application in the way needed without any request to the IT/ BI Development Department.
The potential of these Ad Hoc Reports is demonstrated any time the user need to cross
information from such a different Groups Areas (Groups, Events, Accounts, and Sales &
Marketing Activities). These deeply analysis can be performed due to the relational data
model defined that permit associate all the main fields and tables.
Each Customize reports have been defined with more specific filters, information Grouping
Fields and calculations depending on the area to be analyzed by the Report.
Take into consideration that any new field or new calculation can be added to the Customize
report to improve the cross-data analysis´ point of view.
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3.5. Events Dashboard
The Event Dashboard provides the user a complete picture of the Events hotel business from
different points of views.
A deeply MTD / YTD Comparative analysis of the Events main KPI´s (No. Events, Event
Revenue and Rev X Attendee) can be easily done by selecting in the Graph the value field
used to split the figures such as Event type (Meeting Lunch, cocktails, Weddings) or Event
Revenue type (Rental, Food, Audio, etc..).
One of the most important KPI developed by the G&E BI has been the calculation of the
Meeting Space Occupancy. If the Max Occupancy time is defined in the application, the BI
can show the MTD and YTD Occupancy for each function space booked in the system, shows
comparative figures against previous year and even show occupancy ratios depending the
Location or the type of the function Space.
In the same way It was done for the Business block, an Event Reservation Status evolution´s
Study can also be performed by analyzing the KPI´s defined for such task. The KPI´s defined
are, among others, the Event Reservation, Confirmation and Cancelation Lead´s times,
Events Conversion ´s Ratios, the status´s evolution figures (No. of Events CXL from a Confirm
Status, Tentative to Confirmed, etc.).
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3.6. Events Analysis
This sheet gives the user the possibility of analyzing very graphically and easily the
comparison of Main event´s KPI´s figures of this year(YTD) against Last Year (LY YTD) figures
from the Main Events Point of Views. It can be seen the function Space type that generates
more revenue, the comparison of the Function Space Occupancy, Which Meeting type
generate more revenue, which is the worst weekday for events, etc.
A color codification is user to easily identify the function space, event type o week days that
are doing worst figures than the previous year.
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3.7. Customized Report Events
As the name itself indicates, all the customize reports defined in the solution has been
configured to permit the user to cross any information and KPI´s figures defined in the
application in the way needed without any request to the IT/ BI Development Department.
The potential of these Ad Hoc Reports is demonstrated any time the user need to cross
information from such a different Groups Areas (Groups, Events, Accounts, and Sales &
Marketing Activities. These deeply analysis can be performed due to the relational data
model defined that permit associate all the main fields and tables.
Each Customize reports have been defined with more specific filters, information Grouping
Fields and calculations depending on the area to be analyzed by the Report.
Take into consideration that any new field or new calculation can be added to the
Customize report to improve the cross-data analysis´ point of view.
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3.9. Accounts Dashboard
Following the same philosophy than previous Dashboard, the Accounts dashboard permit
not only the user to compare the YTD and LY YTD figures of all the groups and events KPI´s
from the Accounts point of view but also split these figures by selecting any of the main
Account Segmentation defined in the application (Profile type, Account type, Account
Country, Account Owner, etc.).. The same analysis can also be done for the events KPI´s.
The Dashboard also shows the OTB (On the Books) block and event figures comparison to
have a full year view of each account business so an analysis of the productivity comparison
against years can be done without any misunderstanding.
The dashboard is completed with some graphs that give us a glance which Account owner
brings more Group revenue and Leads to the Property and how their last year figures were
for comparison analysis.
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3.10. Customized Report Accounts
As the name itself indicates, all the customize reports defined in the solution has been
configured to permit the user to cross any information and KPI´s figures defined in the
application in the way needed without any request to the IT/ BI Development Department.
The potential of these Ad Hoc Reports is demonstrated any time the user need to cross
information from such a different Groups Areas (Groups, Events, Accounts, and Sales &
Marketing Activities. These deeply analysis can be performed due to the relational data
model defined that permit associate all the main fields and tables.
Each Customize reports have been defined with more specific filters, information Grouping
Fields and calculations depending on the area to be analyzed by the Report.
Take into consideration that any new field or new calculation can be added to the Customize
report to improve the cross-data analysis´ point of view.
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3.11. Activity Analysis
The table and filters defined in the sheet allows the user to make any query about the
Activities carried out for each account manager and permit cross and filter the information
in any way requested by the user (Activity Type, Priority, etc..).
It gives also a tool to easily compare against previous year the activities done by user or by
type and the weight these activities have against the total activities done.
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3.12. Proforma Invoice
By selecting a specific group, the tables in this sheet provide the user with all the necessary
information to generate a Pro-Forma Invoice that the client normally request from the hotel.
This Pro-forma invoice includes a daily Split billing expected figures not only regarding the
events menus and resources reserved but also the billing expected figures of the Room
reservation involves for this group.
By using Nprinting Qlikview Module, a Pro-forma invoice layout can be designed (in excel,
PDF, etc..) to automatically generate the Pro-forma to the user.

The information provided in this document is only indicative and should be reviewed and defined
according to the applications software installed on each client hotel property. Prior to the closing
of a Business Intelligence project, the team of Mastel Group will issue and deliver a document
defining in detail de scope of the project based on the personalized needs expressed by the hotel
management team.
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